1. You enter a room where you suspect a resident may have been sexually abused. What action should you take immediately?
   A. Wash the bedding
   B. Throw away trash
   C. Interview the victim
   D. Call law enforcement

2. An impartial interview by law enforcement cannot be used in court.
   True / False

3. If you, as an employee, develop an emotional connection with a resident, speaking to someone about it can help diffuse your feelings.
   True / False

4. Advocates to victims are a free service provided by the county.
   True / False

5. What is something not to do in a crime scene?
   A. Leave items as they are
   B. Throw away the trash
   C. Protect video surveillance
   D. Call law enforcement

6. A sexualized work culture can open doors for abuse to occur.
   True / False

7. Why might someone not report a sexual abuse situation?
   A. Fear of retaliation
   B. They don’t want to cause problems
   C. Self-doubt
   D. All of the above

8. What should be done at a possible crime scene?
   A. Interview the victim
   B. Tidy up the room
   C. Leave items as they are
   D. Report it at a later time

9. It is illegal for an employee to be in a physical relationship with a resident.
   True / False

10. Possible penalties for sharing inappropriate photos of residents are:
    A. Jail time
    B. $3,000 Fine
    C. Felony Charges
    D. All of the above

11. Criminal penalties for employees who engage in a sexual relationship with a resident are:
    A. Prison Time
    B. Become registered sex offender
    C. Job loss
    D. All of the above

12. A negative workplace culture can consist of:
    A. Inappropriate jokes
    B. Flirtatious behavior
    C. Secrets and silence about issues
    D. All of the above

13. An example of a positive culture trait is:
    A. Dialogue and teamwork
    B. Bullying
    C. Silence
    D. Absent leadership
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